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a b s t r a c t

This paper deals with accuracy and reliability for the path tracking control of a four wheel mobile robot
with a double-steering system when moving at high dynamics on a slippery surface. An extended
kinematic model of the robot is developed considering the effects of wheel–ground skidding. This
bicycle type model is augmented to form a dynamic model that considers an actuation of the four
wheels. Based on the extended kinematic model, an adaptive and predictive controller for the path
tracking is developed to drive the wheels front and rear steering angles. The resulting control law is
combined with a stabilization algorithm of the yaw motion which modulates the actuation torque of
each four wheels, on the basis of the robot dynamic model. The global control architecture is
experimentally evaluated on a wet grass slippery terrain, with speeds up to 7 m/s. Experimental results
demonstrate enhancement of tracking performances in terms of stability and accuracy relative to the
kinematic control.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Context and background

Advances in autonomous ground vehicles control in slippery
context arises as a promising solution in many areas, especially for
surveillance, agriculture or rescue (see Luettel, Himmelsbach, &
Wuensche, 2012). As an example, in the agricultural sector “Hands-
off” driving tractors are already used to reduce onerous work, cost
and pollution by achieving a more accurate navigation in nominal
conditions (i.e. achieving straight lines on an even field). However,
the fast and precise autonomous navigation of vehicles on uneven
grounds with water and vegetation remains an open issue. In
particular, the vehicle is exposed to the low grip conditions of the
soil, which are furthermore variable (see Bakker, Nyborg, & Pacejka,
1987 or Gonzalez, Fiacchini, Guzman, Alamo, & Rodriguez, 2011). In
this situation, classical motion control laws as proposed by Micaelli
and Samson (1993) or by de Wit, Bastin, and Siciliano (1996), that
assume a motion without slippage, are not suitable to handle such
perturbations which lead to a loss of controllability. Therefore, the
design of a path tracking control law should take into account the
low dynamical grip conditions in order to address these difficulties.

The solution of considering sliding as a perturbation to be
rejected by robust control (see for instance Hamerlain, Achour,
Floquet, & Perruquetti, 2005 or Zhang, Chung, & Velinsky, 2003)
may constitute a first alternative. Nevertheless, such approach
appears as conservative given the dynamic effects encountered in
the context of this work. As a result, a model-based control
addressing explicitly the influence of sliding is favored in this
paper. Mainly two distinct approaches can be identified in this
framework: the first one relies on an accurate modeling and
estimation of the wheel–soil interactions and their use in the
control law; the second one is based on the estimation of the grip
conditions to define unstable and forbidden domains in the system
state space. In Lhomme-Desages, Grand, Ben Amar, and Guinot
(2009), an on-line estimation procedure of the wheel–ground
slippages based on terramechanic models has been proposed.
The resulting slippage estimator was included in a trajectory
controller in order to improve mobility on natural terrains
(Lhomme-Desages, Grand, & Guinot, 2007). However this
approach needs an accurate estimation of the vehicle motion,
which is not always possible. Similarly, numerous results taking
into consideration the tyre road interaction are published in
automotive chassis control (see for instance Di Cairano, Tseng,
Bernardini, & Bemporad, 2013). Another approach with a predic-
tion model of the vehicle slip is proposed by Rogers-Marcovitz,
George, Seegmiller, and Kelly (2012). This model requires a precise
and specific calibration phase, making this solution inappropriate
to transition between different types of soil. Assuming that the
grip conditions are known, the off-line definition of a stability
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domain (velocity/steering angle), as proposed by Spenko, Kuroda,
Dubowsky, and Iagnemma (2006) or by Peters and Iagnemma
(2008), could be an alternative solution. But these studies are
focused on the controllability only, and they generally assume
known and constant grip conditions. Furthermore, many other
works address the problem of controllability of vehicle in slippery
conditions. Several marketed systems such as Electronic Stability
Program (see Farmer, 2006 for instance) offer some innovation for
road vehicles, but are not compatible with robotics on natural soils
where a large drift is recorded.

1.2. Proposed control strategy and previous work

In this work, a generic mobile robot with four driven and steered
wheels, that includes an absolute position and heading measurement
system, is considered. More and more off-road vehicles, especially in
agriculture with inter alia, the Claas Xerion and the JCB Fastrac, are
indeed equipped with double-steering systems in order to increase
their mobility. Popular vehicles with four drivenwheels are moreover
already showing the applicative interest of considering such a
kinematic structure. Thus, an adaptive and predictive controller for
the path tracking of double-steered robot is proposed. It is based on
the complementarity between several types of input: steering angle
(s) and differentiated wheels velocities. Variables to be controlled are
consequently the lateral tracking error, and the angular deviation
(between robot heading and path orientation). The longitudinal
control, including longitudinal slip, sinkage and tire-force estimates
(see Baffet, Charara, & Lechner, 2009; Fang, Fan, Thuilot, & Martinet,
2006 or Wang & Low, 2008), is not investigated here, and the lateral
controller is designed to be relevant whatever the measured speed.
Thus, this work mainly considers the effects of lateral slippage on the
stability and the accuracy of path tracking control. The contributions
presented in this paper are partially based on some works previously
published by the authors that have been largely extended and
modified to improve the controller performances.

In Lenain, Thuilot, Cariou, and Martinet (2010), the capability of
an accurate control is demonstrated at a speed with important
dynamic effects (compatible with delay in the low-level control
loop), by integrating lateral slippage effects in the steering control,
and by using an adaptive and predictive approach. However, this
strategy was designed for car-like mobile robots moving on a flat
ground. Moreover, singularities may occur during the adaptation
of grip conditions in straight line. Finally, such an approach
estimates and tries to compensate for sliding but does not improve
the grip conditions or address loss of controllability. As a result, if
the wheels side slippage becomes too significant, the robot may
become unstable and start spinning around. To avoid this phe-
nomenon, an original method was proposed in Lucet, Grand, Salle,

and Bidaud (2008), which consists of controlling each wheel
individually and modifying their actuation torque in order to limit
the skidding effect. However, it does not permit us to achieve a
highly accurate path tracking when used alone. Therefore, a global
controller, based on research lines presented above, has been
designed and successfully implemented in Lenain, Lucet, Grand,
Benoit Thuilot, and Ben Amar (2010), showing the feasibility of
this approach. Based on a simple dynamic model, it was dedicated
to vehicles with only one steering axle. However, in this previous
version, the stabilization algorithm output was only a conservative
modulation of the torque of one selected wheel. Dynamic proper-
ties of the system were not properly considered and the control
loop stability was not analyzed.

Thus, in this paper a new control architecture based on previous
contributions (Cariou, Lenain, Thuilot, & Berducat, 2009; Lenain,
Lucet, et al., 2010; Lenain, Thuilot, et al., 2010; Lucet et al., 2008) is
presented by considering the independent control of the four wheel
velocities and the use of a double-axle steering system. This control
architecture can be divided into two cascaded sub-systems (see
Fig. 1). The first one deals with the accurate path tracking control.
It uses the localization information to compute the tracking error
(lateral and heading deviations), and then implements a non-linear
adaptive and predictive controller for the front and rear steering
angles. This controller is coupled with an observer that estimates the
wheels sideslip angles. The second sub-system is dedicated to the
stability control. The stabilization algorithm uses an inertial measure-
ment unit and evaluates the dynamic behavior of the vehicle along
the yaw motion. Then, a modulation of the four wheel velocities is
computed in order to generate a variation in the wheels–ground
interaction forces transmission, and so limits the wheels slippage and
avoids harsh swing-around. These two control parts are associated to
form a stable and accurate servoing of the mobile robot motion, with
respect to a desired path followed at a constant speed and regardless
of grip conditions. The resulting control architecture is then evaluated
on different experimental trials.

1.3. Contributions

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, major exten-
sions of previous work (Cariou et al., 2009; Lenain, Lucet, et al.,
2010; Lenain, Thuilot, et al., 2010) to a double Ackermann steering
system are investigated, while a new backstepping observer of the
sideslip angles is proposed with the following contributions:
(i) the lateral slope in equations is now considered and (ii) a
new adaptation algorithm for grip conditions estimation has been
developed avoiding singularities. This allows further investigation
of the independent wheel control by considering a simplified
dynamical model adapted to real-time conditions, ensuring the

Fig. 1. Control block diagram of the overall controller. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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relevance of this approach when the grip conditions are varying
and non-measurable. Section 3 presents an extension of the yaw
motion stability controller, previously introduced in Lucet et al.
(2008). The controller has been designed here in order to deal
with double-axle steering and to compute more precisely the
optimal control parameters based on a reduced dynamic model of
the four wheel robot. Moreover it considers wheel velocity
repartition on all wheels, instead of limiting the velocity of a
single wheel with respect to a nominal electronic differential gear.
In Section 4, the experimental prototype used to validate the
proposed control architecture is described. Then, field experiments
on natural terrains (mud and wet grass), with trials at 5 m/s and
7 m/s, are reported and discussed. Section 5 gives a general
conclusion on this work.

Thus, main contributions of this work are the adaptation and
improvement of the dynamic sideslip observer and the double
steering controller (Section 2), the enhancement of the stabilization
controller based on the derivation of the non-linear controller
dynamic coefficient and its extension to a system with four steered
wheels (Section 3), and the experimental validation of combination of
both controllers with a dynamic sideslip observer (Section 4).

2. Adaptive and predictive control

2.1. Mobile robot model for steering angles control

Two levels of modeling are used to control the bi-steerable mobile
robot considered in this paper. They are depicted below. The first one
in Fig. 2 is based on kinematics; it is dedicated to the formal control
laws computation and a first step of observation. The second one in
Fig. 3 is based on dynamic equations; it allows deriving an observer
for grip condition, enhancing the reactivity of estimation to feed the
control according to encountered conditions.

2.1.1. Extended bicycle kinematic model
The model (hereafter called “extended kinematic model”)

developed by Cariou et al. (2009) is depicted in Fig. 2. As classically
done for mobile robot purpose (Scheding, Dissanayake, Nebot, &
Durrant-Whyte, 1997), the vehicle is viewed as a bicycle in a top

view, and it is located with respect to the path to be followed
(Frénet frame). Nevertheless, in off-road conditions and at the
considered speed with regard to the robot dimensions, sliding
phenomena are not negligible, and two sideslip angles (denoted βF
and βR for, respectively, front and rear wheels) are added to the
kinematic approach usually used in the literature. As soon as these
two variables are known, the model may be representative of a
motion including sliding effects (as shown in Wang & Low, 2008),
and may then be encountered on a control based on such a model.
Except for sideslip angles, other variables remain unchanged with
respect to a classical kinematic model. They are listed below:

� R is the center of the rear axle, this is the vehicle reference
point used to control the distance to the path.

� L is the vehicle wheelbase.
� M is the point on the path Γ to be followed that is the closest to
R. M is assumed to be unique.

� ~θ ¼ θ�θΓ is the vehicle angular deviation with respect to Γ. θ
and θΓ denote, respectively, the vehicle heading and the
tangential direction of the desired path at point M relative to
the global frame.

� v is the vehicle linear velocity at point R and is assumed to be
strictly positive.

� δF and δR are the front and rear steering angles, respectively.
They are the input variables of the controller.

� c(s) is the curvature of the path Γ at point M defined as a
function of the curvilinear abscissa s.

� y is the vehicle lateral deviation at point R with respect to Γ.

All variables are assumed to be known, except for the two
sideslip angles, βF and βR, which are estimated on-line due to the
observer presented in Section 2.2. With these notations, the robot
motion may be described, with respect to the reference path Γ, by
the following set of equations (1):

_s ¼ v
cos ð ~θþδRþβRÞ

1�cðsÞy
_y ¼ v sin ð ~θþδRþβRÞ
_~θ ¼ v cos ðδRþβRÞλ1�λ2

� �
:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð1Þ

with λ1 ¼ ð tan ðδFþβF Þ� tan ðδRþβRÞÞ=L, λ2 ¼ cðsÞ cos ð ~θþδRþ
βRÞ=ð1�cðsÞyÞ which exists providing that ya1=cðsÞ. This condi-
tion is satisfied in practice if the path tracking is properly
initialized and if the robot remains close enough to the path.

2.1.2. Dynamic model for sideslip angles estimation
The model (1) is suitable for control law design and sideslip

angles estimation at low speed. But high dynamics encountered at
higher speed, with the experimental off-road robot, lead to an
inaccurate estimation of sideslip angles. Indeed, the settling timeFig. 2. Extended kinematic model (path tracking framework).

Fig. 3. Dynamic model.
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together with neglected dynamical phenomena do not permit a
sufficiently reactive observation. In order to catch dynamic phe-
nomena, the dynamic model depicted in Fig. 3 is considered in a
yaw frame representation. Many approaches for vehicle dynamics
have been proposed in the literature (Gillespie, 1992), but require
the knowledge of numerous parameters, difficult to be known
accurately in off-road motion (Innocenti et al., 2004). In order to
preserve compatibility with the extended kinematic model and a
simple perception system, a bicycle representation is still used (as
a top view of the 2D representation depicted in Fig. 2). This model
introduces the following notations:

� LR and LF are the half wheelbase that define the longitudinal
position of the center of gravity G.

� m is the robot mass.
� Iz is the vertical moment of inertia crossing G.
� v2 is the norm of the robot velocity at point G.
� β is the global robot sideslip angle defined as the difference

between the theoretical velocity vector at point G compatible
with the kinematic model ðβF ¼ βR ¼ 0Þ and the real one.

The 3D influence on motion is considered with the inclination
angle α (computed by the perception algorithm detailed in Section
4.1) introducing the force mg sinα. This paper is focused on the
lateral control accuracy in harsh conditions and the steering angles
control law has been designed to be independent from velocity. As
a result, the path tracking is assumed to be achieved at almost
constant speed, and longitudinal forces are consequently
neglected. A key point in this model is the expression of lateral
forces FF and FR. Many approaches are proposed in the literature to
describe tire/road interactions (from friction models, Canudas de
Wit & Tsiotras, 1999, up to terramechanics approach, Shmulevich &
Osetinsky, 2003). For motion description, the famous Magic for-
mula (Pacejka, 2002) is most popular as it describes accurately the
relationship between forces and all the vehicle variables as
parameters. However, this requires the knowledge of numerous
parameters, including grip conditions, which is a critical issue in
off-road context especially with a limited perception system:

FF ¼ CF ð�ÞβF

FR ¼ CRð�ÞβR

(
ð2Þ

As a result, a simplified linear model detailed by (2) is chosen in
this paper, by considering CfF ;Rgð�Þ variables, enabling us to account
for tire nonlinearity and parameters variations, such as grip
conditions or vertical load. These two cornering stiffness para-
meters are supposed to be estimated with the observer detailed
hereafter. The ability of encountering transient phenomena then
depends on the observer performances. Thus, assuming that these

parameters are known, dynamic equations are written as

€θ ¼ 1
Iz

�LFFF cos ðδF ÞþLRFR cos ðδRÞ
� �

_β ¼ � 1
mv2

FF cos ðβ�δF ÞþFR cos ðβ�δRÞ
� �þg sin ðαÞ

v2
� _θ

βR ¼ arctan tanβ� LR _θ
v2 cos ðβÞ

 !
�δR

βF ¼ arctan tanβþ LF _θ
v2 cos ðβÞ

 !
�δF

v2 ¼
v cos ðβRþδRÞ

cos ðβÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

2.2. Real-time sideslip angles estimation

To use the model (1) for control purpose, the two sideslip
angles βF and βR have to be estimated. A direct measurement is
difficult, but it is possible to estimate these variables with an
observer. This has been shown in Lenain, Thuilot, Cariou, and
Martinet (2006), applied to farm tractor and robots that are
moving slowly. Nevertheless, high speed motion leads to a delayed
estimation reducing the reactivity of estimation and finally leading
to an unstable control. An alternative has been proposed in Lenain,
Thuilot, et al. (2010), following the general scheme depicted in
Fig. 4. Nevertheless, it was dedicated to front steering axle vehicles
and suffered frommany singularities. In particular, the observation
process has to be frozen when lateral forces are close to zero
(straight line motion on an even ground), because of switching
problems.

In this paper, a new approach is proposed. The principle
depicted in Fig. 4 remains the same, but the observation process
is different, especially for the cornering stiffness adaptation
process. The observer theory for contact forces estimation, as
achieved in Stephant, Charara, and Meizel (2007) or in Ray
(1995), is a field of research. Those forces are computed in order
to derive assistance systems or to study actual tire behavior.
Nevertheless, such approaches consider all the contact points
and several parameters, such as load on tire, and suspension in
order to feed a contact model. Unlike such works, the proposed
approach aims at estimating sideslip angles βF and βR using a
dynamical approach, in order to feed relevantly the model (1),
meaning relying on a dynamical model so that the estimation is
reactive enough.

To reach this goal, the proposed observer consists of three
steps, and it supposes that the position y, yaw ~θ and roll α angles,
and yaw rate _θ are known. As the dynamic model state (3)
depends on the global sideslip angle β, the first step of the

Fig. 4. Observer principle scheme (source: Lenain, Thuilot, et al., 2010).
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approach consists in having a preliminary estimation of β. Once it
is available, the cornering stiffness parameters CF and CR are
adapted to reflect the evolution of grip conditions (due to the
nature of soil, vertical load, non-linearity, etc.). Once the cornering
stiffness parameters are known, a second observation of sideslip
angles may be achieved, based on the adapted model (3). These
estimates can then be used at higher speed.

2.2.1. Preliminary extended kinematic observer
The preliminary sideslip angle estimation based on a kinematic

model has been developed in Cariou et al. (2009). It consists in
finding values of βF and βR ensuring the convergence of estimated
outputs (ŷ and ~θ) to their corresponding measures. As it has been
shown in the reference above, these observed variables β̂

F
and β̂

R

are suitable for low speed applications only, since it is based on a
kinematic representation. Nevertheless, they constitute a suitable
approximation in steady state, and finally an objective to be
reached in the following steps of the proposed observer algorithm.
The third and fourth equations of the model (3) give a preliminary
value of the global sideslip angle:

β̂ ¼ LRðβ̂FþδF ÞþLF ðβ̂RþδRÞ
L

ð4Þ

The observation tuning gain has more impact on the yaw rate
(which is measured) than on this global sideslip angle β̂ (slowly
estimates).

2.2.2. Cornering stiffness adaptation
The cornering stiffness adaptation proposed in Lenain, Thuilot,

et al. (2010) suffers from limitations and is only suitable for single
axle steering. This adaptation has indeed to be interrupted when
sideslip angles are close to zero, to avoid division by zero.
However, the successive activation of different observers may
compromise the numerical stability. In this section, a generalized
approach is developed for a vehicle with a double-steering system,
and a new adaptation law avoiding singularities is investigated. It
is based on the derivation of lateral forces, allowing the conver-
gence of the observed state x̂1 ¼ ½ _̂θ 1 β̂1� to the known state
x¼ ½ _θ β̂ �. x is supposed to be known, since _θ is measured and β̂
is estimated with Eq. (4) during the preliminary observation step.
Based on the dynamic model, a state space representation may be
deduced as the following, rewriting (3) in a linear form with
respect to lateral forces FF and FR:

_x1 ¼ A1ðx1ÞþB1ðδF ; δRÞ½FF FR�T ð5Þ
with

A1ðx1Þ ¼
0

g sinα
v � _θ1

" #

B1ðδF Þ ¼
� LF cosδF

Iz
LR
Iz

� cosδF
vm � 1

vm

2
4

3
5 ð6Þ

The proposed observer can be written as follows:

_̂x 1 ¼A1ðx̂1ÞþB1ðδF ; δRÞ½F̂ F F̂ R�T ð7Þ
with F̂ F and F̂ R being the lateral forces to be estimated in order to
ensure the convergence of the observation error ~x1 ¼ x̂1�x1 to
zero (meaning the observed state converges to the actual state). As
mentioned previously, x1 ¼ ½ _θ β̂ � is the known state computed
from the measured yaw rate and preliminary observed sideslip
angle. The adaptation law (8) for computing the lateral forces
ensures this convergence:

½F̂ F F̂ R�T ¼ B1ðδF ; δRÞ�1 G1 ~x1�A1ðx̂1Þ
� � ð8Þ

As soon as G1 is an Hurwitz matrix, representative of the desired

dynamic, the substitution of the estimated forces (8) into the
dynamic observer (7) leads to

_~x 1 ¼G1 ~x1 ð9Þ
demonstrating the exponential convergence of ~x1-0. As soon as
the robot moves (i.e. v2a0) the actuator limitations for steering
angles ðjδF ;R jo251Þ ensure the reversibility of B1ðδF ; δRÞ, and then
the existence of relevant estimation of lateral forces F̂ F and F̂ R.
Lateral forces that are representative of the actual dynamics are
estimated with the expressions (8) and (7) and can then be used to
evaluate the varying and unknown grip conditions. According to
Eq. (2), the grip conditions modification relies on the adaptation of
cornering stiffness parameters CF and CR. This adaptation is then
achieved by using the sensitivity-based gradient search algorithm
(derived from “MIT rule”, see Astrom & Wittenmark, 1994), as the
following:

_̂C i ¼ �γ1ðF̂ i� Ĉ iβ̂ iÞ
∂ðF̂ i� Ĉ iβ̂ iÞ

∂Ĉ i

¼ �γ1ðF̂ i� Ĉ iβ̂ iÞβ̂ i ð10Þ
with i¼ fF;Rg.

In (10) the parameter e¼ F̂ i� Ĉ iβ̂ i is the error between the
estimated forces, considered as the actual forces, and the forces
estimated with the adapted cornering stiffness coefficients,
together with the previously estimated sideslip angles. As demon-
strated in Astrom and Wittenmark (1994), providing that varia-
tions of the cornering stiffness coefficients are sufficiently slow
relative to mobile robot dynamics (imposed by velocity and
steering angle), the adaptation law (10) ensures the convergence
e-0. As a result, Ĉ fF;Rg are representative of the actual grip
conditions and the dynamic model (3), fed with the forces
expression (2) using adapted stiffness coefficients, may then be
used to observe the sideslip angles accounting for dynamic
phenomena. The adaptation of Ĉ fF ;Rg represents the variation of
the grip conditions, while the sideslip angles reflect the robot
current slippage. The proposed adaptation approach, including the
slope consideration and the rear steering angle control, is one of
the paper contributions.

2.2.3. Dynamic sideslip angle observer
As relevant cornering stiffness parameters are adapted on-line,

the forces expression (2) can be used into the dynamic motion
model (3). This leads to the state space representation:

_x2 ¼A2ðCF ;CRÞx2þB2ðCF ;CRÞ½δF δR�T ð11Þ
with

A2 ¼
� L2F CF � L2RCR

vIz
�LFCF þ LRCR

Iz
0

� LFCF � LRCR
v2m �1 �CF þCR

vm
g
v

0 0 0

2
664

3
775;

B2 ¼
LFCF

Iz

CF

vm
0

� �T
ð12Þ

and the state x2 ¼ _θ2 β2 sin α
h iT

. It is equal to the previously
defined state x1, but it is based on a different model including
estimated grip conditions and a third state parameter homoge-
neous to the lateral inclination. Once again, an evaluation of the
state is available, as _θ is measured, β̂ was previously estimated,
and α is computed with a Kalman filter based on data provided by
an IMU (see Section 4.1). The objective is now to observe the state
x̂2 with a settling time that favors the first state variable _θ in order
to account for dynamical effects in the estimation of the sideslip
angles. The following observer allows this dynamic estimation:

_̂x 2 ¼A2ðĈ F ; Ĉ RÞx̂2þB2ðĈ F ; Ĉ RÞδFþG2 ~x2 ð13Þ
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where ~x2 ¼ x̂�x2 is the observation error and G2 is a gain matrix
defining the observer behavior. The gain matrix is computed for
the convergence of _θ with respect to β, with the yaw rate being
measured. The global sideslip angle is estimated with the kine-
matic approach. Assuming that Ĉ fF ;Rg � CfF;Rg, the proposed obser-
ver (13) leads to the following observation error differential
equation:

_~x 2 ¼ ðA2þG2Þ ~x2 ð14Þ
By choosing G2 such that ðA2þG2Þ is Hurwitz, one can deduce

that the observation error ~x2 will converge asymptotically to zero.
The choice of G2 is defined in order to ensure a quick convergence
of β̂ depending mainly on the measured state _θ . This permits us to
obtain a fast convergence of the observed sideslip angle β̂
including dynamical effects. As a result, front and rear sideslip
angles are deduced from β̂ using the third and the fourth lines of
the model (3):

βDyn
R ¼ arctan tan β̂�LR

_̂
θ

v2 cos ðβ̂Þ

1
A�δR

0
@

βDyn
F ¼ arctan tan β̂þLF

_̂
θ

v2 cos ðβ̂Þ

1
A�δF

0
@ ð15Þ

These estimated sideslip angles are finally introduced in the
extended kinematic model (1) and are used in the control law. The
observer (13) based on the adapted dynamic model is found to be
much more reactive than the one derived from the kinematic
model (1) coming from Cariou et al. (2009). It moreover extends
the approach proposed in Lenain, Thuilot, et al. (2010) to four
steered wheels and includes an adaptation law of the cornering
stiffness parameters that avoids singularities during the straight
line motion phases.

2.3. Steering angles control

For the control of the be-steered mobile robot (meaning a f2;1g
robot following the classification, Campion, Bastin, & Andréa-
Novel, 1993) considered in this paper, the corrections of lateral
and angular deviations are addressed separately with, respectively,
the front and rear steering axles. As pointed out on the scheme
depicted in Fig. 5, two control laws are then designed. Both are
based on the extended kinematic model (1), computed by using
the sideslip angles observer detailed previously. This model is fed
with the measured lateral deviation, angular errors (for extended
kinematic part), yaw rate and angle (provided by IMU for dyna-
mical part). Details of expressions are reported in previous work
(Cariou et al., 2009), since the same expressions are used in this

paper (the observer has been modified). Lateral and angular
dynamics are considered successively. First, the control of the
front steering angle δF is designed to ensure the convergence of
lateral error y to 0. It is computed with a measure of the rear
steering angle, and by using exact linearization properties, pro-
posed in Samson (1995), for the extended kinematic model. Since
sideslip angles βF and βR are on-line estimated, this control may be
described as adaptive. It permits us to reach good performances,
despite sliding, in steady state (constant curvature). The delay and
settling time of actuator generate overshoots. To reduce these
effects, a predictive layer is added. At each moment, the future
curvature of the reference path (supposed to be known in tracking
framework) is computed as a function of the robot curvilinear
speed. Knowing the vehicle low level properties, a Predictive
Functional Control approach is derived in order to anticipate for
curvature variation, preserving the accuracy during transient
phases. This first controller theoretically ensures the convergence
of tracking error y to zero, whatever the speed, the sliding effects,
and the value of the rear angle. In particular, a second-order
convergence is ensured.

To compensate the sliding effect, the front control law (on δF)
sets a non-null angular deviation, with a known dynamics (as it
depends on the δF expression). A model giving the angular
deviation as a function of rear steering angle is then available:
_~θ ¼ f ðδF Þ. As a result, the second control law on rear steering angle
δR may then be proceeded. As pointed out in Cariou et al. (2009), it
is computed to ensure the convergence of angular deviation ~θ
to zero.

The front steering angle control δF depending on the rear
steering angle δR value, the dynamics imposed by the rear steering
angle must be slower than settling time tuned for lateral
dynamics. Moreover, in order to avoid front steering angle satura-
tion, the maximal rear steering angle has to be lower than the
front one. As a result, a saturation of 51 is imposed for δR. This
approach gives good results in relatively good grip conditions.
Nevertheless, the encountered low grip conditions necessarily lead
to large theoretical values of the steering angles to reach the
desired trajectory and orientation. As a consequence, actuator
saturation does not always permit us to reach theoretical values,
leading to large error and even instability (the robot may become
not controllable and swing-around may occur). Such phenomena
cannot be addressed by controlling the steering angles solely.
Thus, in the following section, a wheel velocity repartition control
law is proposed. It will be applied in parallel to this steering
control.

3. Dynamic stabilization of the yaw motion

The previous controller is based on the extended kinematic
model that includes a dynamic observer of the sideslip angles
allowing these angles to be properly taken into account. However,
these sideslip angles remain partially corrected in case of steering
actuator mechanical saturation. So the tracking could become
unfeasible or unstable leading in some cases to a harsh swing-
around motion, if the values of βF and βR are too high.

To avoid this risk a complementary controller, that determines
independently the actuation torque of the four wheels, is imple-
mented in order to limit the value of sideslip angle on wheels and
therefore preserve a maneuver margin on the steering angles. To
that purpose, a strategy initially presented in Lucet et al. (2008) is
extended with a model based approach of a vehicle with four
steered and driven wheels. As such, stabilizing forces, which can
be positive or negative, are calculated adequately to the dynamic
model and simultaneously distributed to the four wheels for an
optimal efficiency.Fig. 5. Steering angles control for trajectory and orientation tracking.
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The aim of this new controller is to take advantage of the
independent actuation of the four wheels. As the sideslip angle
being different on the left and right wheels when the curvature of
the path is not zero, consideration of the full dynamical model of a
four wheel robot is necessary to account for the relation between
traction force distribution and yaw behavior. As such, a stabiliza-
tion algorithm that compensates for large wheel–ground slippages
is considered.

This yaw stabilization controller, assuming that the wheel
actuators are not saturated, is combined with the steering con-
troller to ensure a stable and accurate path tracking whatever the
ground condition and evolution velocity.

3.1. Four wheels dynamical model

In this part, the non-linear dynamic model of the robot with
four steered and driven wheels is established considering the
slippage conditions. The vehicle dynamic model is described with
notations depicted in Fig. 6.

R0 ¼ O0; x0; y0; z0
� 	

is the reference frame, R¼ G; x; y; z0
� 	

is
the robot frame, and WL and WR are the left and right half tracks of
the robot, respectively. The wheel–ground interaction forces are Fxi
and Fyi for each one of the four wheels in both the longitudinal x
and the lateral y directions, respectively. i¼ fl; fr; rl; rr

� 	
is the

index for the four wheels of the robot (with f and r being front and
rear, and l and r being left and right, respectively), G is its center of
gravity and C is the instantaneous center of rotation.

In dynamics equations, wheel steering angles are assumed to
be bounded in �901; þ901½ �. As stated previously, in practice this
hypothesis is validated by the limitation of steering angles to
7221. Furthermore, these steering limitations argue even more for
the need of a complementary stabilization algorithm controlling
wheel dynamics.

The values of the front and rear steering angles δF and δR are
computed from the control laws described previously. Then, the
value of each one of the four wheels steering angles is derived
from δF and δR by using the geometric relationship of the
Ackermann steering system.

However, without an accurate coordination between the front
and the rear axle systems, straight lines orthogonal to the wheels

are not secant and the instantaneous center of rotation C is
undefined. As a consequence, sliding angles βi appear at the wheel
level. These angles express the difference between the direction of
the wheel and the direction of the vehicle velocities at each
contact point. In general, the use of a double direction induces
compensatory sliding when turning. Accurate control of this kind
of system was studied in Hermosillo, Pradalier, Sekhavat, Laugier,
and Baille (2003), Hermosillo and Sekhavat (2003) or Rebai and
Azouaoui (2009), with tests performed with a CyCab or a
RobuCAR.

By neglecting the torque due to the steering motion of the
wheels, the dynamical model of this system can be described in
detail with the following equations, projected in the vehicle local
frame R:

m _u�rvð Þ ¼ Fxrl cos δrlþFxrr cos δrrþFxfl cos δflþFxfr cos δfr
�Fyfl sin δfl�Fyfr sin δfr�Fyrl sin δrl�Fyrr sin δrr ð16Þ

m _vþruð Þ ¼ Fyrl cos δrlþFyrr cos δrrþFyfl cos δflþFyfr cos δfr
þFxfl sin δflþFxfr sin δfrþFxrl sin δrlþFxrr sin δrr

ð17Þ

Iz _r ¼ þFxrr �LR sin δrrþWR cos δrr
� �þFyrr LR cos δrrþWR sin δrr

� �
þFxrl �LR sin δrl�WL cos δrl

� �þFyrl �LR cos δrlþWL sin δrl
� �

þFxfl LF sin δfl�WL cos δfl
� �þFyfl LF cos δflþWL sin δfl

� �
þFxfr LF sin δfrþWR cos δfr

� �þFyfr LF cos δfr�WR sin δfr
� � ð18Þ

These equations allow establishing the influence, on the global
dynamics of the system, of the forces Fxi that can be controlled by
the driving torque τi of each wheel. For convenience, this model
can then be expressed in the following matrix form:

M _uþCðuÞu¼ GxfxþGyfy
_xG ¼ R θ

� �
u

(
ð19Þ

where Gx and Gy are the wrench transformation matrices used to
express, at the center of mass G, the effect of forces fx and fy
applied to each wheel–ground contact point. M is the mass-inertia
matrix and CðuÞ corresponds to the centrifugal effects.

The wheel ground contact forces are given at each contact point
in the frame attached to the wheel such as

fx ¼ ½Fxfl; Fxfr ; Fxrl; Fxrr �t ; fy ¼ ½Fyfl; Fyfr ; Fyrl; Fyrr �t

The matrices of this model (19) are given in Appendix A.
The operational space velocity _xG ¼ _x; _y; _θ

h iT
becomes u¼ u;½

v; r�T in the local frame and are linked by this relationship:

_x
_y
_θ

2
64

3
75¼

cos θ � sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1

2
64

3
75

u

v

r

2
64
3
75 ð20Þ

3.2. Dynamic yaw stability

The established dynamical model is used for the computation
of a new algorithm that actuates each one of the four wheels of the
vehicle to reach the objective of stabilization of the yaw motion of
the robot. Then, the relation between the robot yaw velocity and
the side-slip angles of the wheels is analyzed in order to control its
variation by modulating the longitudinal forces.

The impact of wheels slippage is taken into account with the
inclusion of sideslip angles ðβR; βF Þ in the kinematic equations, in
particular in the yaw velocity equation:

_θ ¼ r¼ v cos δRþβR

� � tan δFþβF

� �� tan δRþβR

� �
L

ð21Þ

where v is the vehicle rear velocity shown in Fig. 2.Fig. 6. Parameters of the four wheel dynamic model.
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The yaw velocity of the mobile robot is measured using a
gyrometer. Due to the slippage phenomena, the measured yaw
velocity will be different from the theoretical one. At high
velocities, a robot moving on a slippery terrain begins to slip, so
that the assumption of rolling without slipping and of no lateral
slip become inapplicable. In that case, two kinds of situations have
to be avoided:

� A vehicle under-steers (Fig. 7) when the front wheels are
outside of the curvature, i.e. when the front wheels are slipping
more than the rear ones. In that case, there is an accident
hazard with a roadway exit.

� In the opposite way, a vehicle over-steers (Fig. 8) when the rear
wheels are outside of the curvature, i.e. when the rear wheels
are slipping more than the front ones. In that case, there is a
hazard of harsh swing-around.

Considering that the steering control laws are used to regulate
the lateral deviation and the heading error, the introduction of a
stabilization algorithm is proposed to avoid the two phenomena of
under- and over-steering and to improve the controllability of the
robot motion.

The objective of the controller can be specified as follows: given
a theoretical yaw rate rt that assumes the non-slippage constraint
and measuring the real yaw rate r with a gyrometer determine a
control law on the traction torque of the wheels τi that improves
the controllability of the vehicle when turning.

To solve this problem, a driving force is applied on each of the
four wheels in order to account for the slippage and to keep the
grip of the wheels in the soil. For that, the influence of different
parameters on the yaw rate error is studied, this error being
defined as

ε¼ rt�r ð22Þ
with the expression of rt equivalent to the Eq. (21) without
slippage:

_θ t ¼ rt ¼ v cos δR
tan δF� tan δR

L


 �
ð23Þ

3.3. Stabilization algorithm

At high velocity, depending on ground slippage conditions and
the dynamical configuration of the vehicle, over-steer or under-
steer can appear during turning maneuvers or when moving on a
slope. In the first case, the vehicle is turning greater than it is
expected from a kinematic point of view and at this limit performs
a complete spin.

Based on the dynamic model (19), a control strategy that
modulates the forces produced by the wheels is designed to
reduce the yaw motion instabilities prevalent in over-steer or
under-steer conditions. Thus, the resulting yaw moment Tz of the
system is analyzed for given front (δF) and rear (δR) steering angles
and for a given distribution of propulsion forces Fxi. Eq. (18) can be
rewritten, in a compact matrix form, as

Iz _r ¼ GIxfxþGIyfy ð24Þ
where GIx and GIy are the third rows of matrices Gx and Gy from Eq.
(19), respectively, corresponding to the yaw dynamic equation.

The influence of the variation of propulsion forces on the yaw
motion is given by the variation of ∂Tz=∂Fxi. The analysis of forces
contributes to the system motion which permits the determina-
tion of the wanted modulation of the propulsion forces.

The propulsion force Fxi is defined as a function of the force Fxi
c

resulting from the application of the kinematic path controller.
Also, the force Fxi

s is added to stabilize the yaw motion:

Fxi ¼ FcxiþFsxi

The path following controller that produces the traction forces, Fcxi,
allows compensating for the theoretical yaw dynamic motion such
that

Iz _rt ¼GIxf
c
xþGIyfy

Thus, Eq. (24) gives

Iz _r ¼ GIxfxþGIyfy
¼ ðGIxf

c
xþGIyfyÞþGIxf

s
x

¼ Iz _rtþGIxf
s
x ð25Þ

Fig. 7. Under-steering.

Fig. 8. Over-steering.
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As stated before, due to slippage, a yaw rate error ε can appear.
Considering the theoretical yaw velocity rt, compatible with the
kinematic model when the system does not slip, and measuring
the current yaw velocity r, its value is calculated by means of Eq.
(22).

A complementary traction force Fsxi is introduced at each wheel
i in order to compensate this error:

Fsxi ¼
1
n
Iz
gi
Ksε if gia0

0 otherwise

8<
: ð26Þ

where giðδiÞ is the dynamic coefficient of the matrix GIx and is
defined from Eq. (18) as follows:

gflðδflÞ ¼ �WL cos ðδflÞþLF sin ðδflÞ ð27Þ

gfrðδfrÞ ¼WR cos ðδfrÞþLF sin ðδfrÞ ð28Þ

grlðδrlÞ ¼ �WL cos ðδrlÞ�LR sin ðδrlÞ ð29Þ

grrðδrrÞ ¼WR cos ðδrrÞ�LR sin ðδrrÞ ð30Þ
and nr4 is the number of active wheels (for which gia0), and Ks

is the compensation gain.
One can notice that the condition gi¼0 occurs when the ith

wheel longitudinal axis is aligned with the instantaneous center of
rotation of the robot (case δi ¼ arctan 7Wi=Li

� �
). In such situation,

the corresponding traction force has no influence on the yaw
moment. So the error correction is equally distributed between the
remaining wheels.

From Eqs. (22), (25) and (26), the resulting closed loop equation
is obtained:

Iz _ε ¼ �GIxf
s
x ¼ � IzKsε ð31Þ

simplified as

_εþKsε¼ 0

Thus, the yaw rate error converges exponentially to zero for any
dynamic stabilization gain Ks40. This gain is tuned experimen-
tally in order to take into consideration high fluctuations of the
wheel–ground contact properties.

Using this algorithm, all of the n wheels will be solicited to
stabilize the yaw motion of the robot. The same method could be
used for a vehicle with a different number of wheels or by
considering only a restricted number of its wheels, for example
in the particular case of an under-actuated system or depending
on the amount of wheel grip on slippery terrains. Thus, a prior
measure of the wheels amount of grip could provide guidance on
its usability and the choice of wheels to be solicited.

3.4. Practical control allocation and summary

The expressions (26)–(30) compute the longitudinal forces
allowing the convergence of r to rt. Nevertheless, control inputs
of the mobile robot considered for the experimental validation are
the wheel velocities. The stabilization forces of each wheel are
consequently applied by modulating their acceleration, which is
equivalent to applying a desired actuation torque. Thus, it is
possible to convert the additional forces Fsxi to be applied to a
velocity variation. Indeed, by considering the longitudinal
dynamics of a cylindrical wheel of mass mw, and after discretizing,
the expression of ΔVi that should be applied during a period T is

ΔVi ¼
T
mw

Fsxi ð32Þ

Thus, the resulting control architecture proposed controls
different parts of the wheeled mobile robot. While the extended
kinematic control law is devoted to the servoing of front and rear

steering angles for path tracking, the algorithm for the regulation
of the yaw rate is applied on the wheel velocity inputs. The overall
control architecture is summarized in Fig. 1, the sliding observer
being displayed by the blue dashed line and the adaptive and
predictive controller by the black line. The stabilization algorithm
is the red dashed line on this figure. An inertial measurement unit
is used to measure the absolute yaw velocity of the vehicle. This
measurement allows the deduction of the yaw rate error and
consequently the computation of corrective torques to add at each
wheel. Application of these torques at each wheel is done through
the velocity controller expression (32) as described above. The
wheel velocity controller uses an encoder mounted on each wheel
as a feedback sensor.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Experimental mobile platform

The experimental platform1 is shown in the trials field context
in Fig. 9. It consists of an electric ground vehicle, whose maximum
speed is 8 m/s. It has four independent driven wheels with two
Ackermann-style steering systems, one at the front and the other
at the rear. Designed for all-terrain mobility, it can climb slopes up
to 451 and has the properties as shown in Table 1 (see Fig. 6 for
notations).

The main on-board exteroceptive sensor is a Magellan ProFlex 500
RTK-GPS receiver, which can supply an absolute position with a 2 cm
accuracy, at a 20 Hz sampling frequency. The GPS antenna is located
vertically above the center of the rear axle, so that the absolute
position of the point to be controlled is directly obtained from this
sensor. The vehicle heading is then obtained with a Kalman filter. In
addition, an XSens MTi low cost inertial measurement unit supplying
3 accelerations and 3 angular velocities accurate to within 0.11/s is
attached to the chassis, to feed both the observer algorithm and the
wheel velocity control (WVC) algorithm. Lateral and vertical accel-
erations are used for the roll rate computation via an extended
Kalman filter to derive the robot inclination α. For convenience,
control laws are implemented on a durabook S15C laptop with a
1.2 GHz processor, running Linux operating system, and that com-
municates the set points to the robot at a 10 Hz frequency via an
Ethernet network connection.

Also, one can note that the robot is equipped with thin tires
(Michelin StarCross 90/100-16) thus reducing the wheel–soil grip
values, as the patch area is approximately equal to 1 cm2 (see Wong,
2001). As a result, dynamical effects which cannot be neglected
appear at relatively low speed compared to a car operated on asphalt,
because of both tire elasticity (pseudo-sliding) and grip conditions. In
experimental conditions as described in the following, the robot
becomes uncontrollable from 8m/s for the desired bend as a severe
swing-around occurs. As a consequence, tests achieved at a velocity of
7 m/s in the following may be qualified as high speed since high
dynamical effects are encountered.

4.2. Trials at 5 m/s

One of the contributions of the proposed approach lies in the
path tracking stabilization of mobile robots evolving at high
dynamics on slippery terrain. A first path has been manually
recorded on a wet grass ground at a speed of 1 m/s. This reference
path is depicted in black plain line in Fig. 10. A slippery sloped
surface is followed in a 40 m long straight line. Then, the rest of

1 A video of the first experimental test at 5 m/s and also of complementary trial
with WVC at 7 m/s can be found at ftp://ftp.clermont.cemagref.fr/TSCF/RolandLe
nain/VideosJFREric/
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the path is recorded on a flat terrain and then comes back toward
the slope. It consists of an half turn, and then a more complex S
trajectory.

The robot followed this path at 5 m/s in different control
contexts. Initially, only the control of the front steering angle
was activated, without the differential wheel velocity control. The
resulting trajectory is reported in Fig. 10 by the magenta crossed-
dashed line. It shows that the mobile robot did not follow the
curve after the U-turn with a large overshoot because of the
under-steering behavior.

The path cannot be efficiently followed by controlling only the
front steering angle, especially during the U-turn with a maximal
tracking error of 3.6 m (see Fig. 12).

Thus, the non-corrected direction error increases to 281, while
the vehicle sideslip angles, displayed in Fig. 13, reach 251.

This leads to an over-steering behavior. The controller is then
completed with the rear steering angle control law introduced in
Section 2.1. The tests performed without theWVC are depicted in the
red dashed line and the tests performed with the WVC are depicted
in the blue dotted line in Fig. 10. The wheel velocity control WVC
efficiency is optimized by filtering the yaw velocity delivered by the
gyrometer with an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. The reference
path is accurately followed. One can observe on the curve with the
WVC in Fig. 11 that the yaw velocity error is continuously corrected,
allowing better grip conditions. The steering control is consequently
more efficient, preventing the robot from harsh swing-around. This
can be even better observed during the S-turns. This path is quite
difficult to follow properly due to the low level delays and of the high
speed variations of sideslip angles. That is the reason why even with
the front and rear steering control but without the WVC, the vehicle
is oscillating continuously around the path, as it can be observed in
the red dashed line displayed in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows the maximal
sideslip angle of approximately �251 reached during the U-turn
when the bi-steering controller is running without the WVC control,
which induces a maximal deviation of �1.86 m at the 69 m curvi-
linear abscissa.

With the complete control architecture, the stability of the path
tracking is assured. Control inputs velocities and the actual measured
velocities of the wheels are displayed in Fig. 14. This permits us to

Fig. 9. The four driven wheel experimental platform.

Table 1
Parameters of the experimental robot.

Total mass m¼350 kg
Yaw inertia Iz¼270 kg m2

Wheelbase L¼1.2 m
Rear half-wheelbase LR¼0.58 m
Track WL¼WR¼0.6 m
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Fig. 10. Comparison of paths at 5 m/s. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Fig. 11. Comparison of yaw velocity errors at 5 m/s.
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analyze the performance of the global controller with the low-level
controller. Desired speeds are approximately met, except punctually
as for example at the 80 m curvilinear abscissa, because of right-side
wheels torque limitations along the S curve 1. A mean delay of
200 ms is observed, which corresponds to 1 m covered at a speed of
5 m/s. This delay could be anticipated by taking into account the
actuator model. Also, the variations of velocity applied to the wheels
during this experiment are reported in percentage in Fig. 15. The
control of the front and rear steering angles allows an efficient path
tracking, while the WVC ensures the stability of the bi-steered
vehicle by correcting under-steering behavior along the U-turn
(maximum of �16% of velocity fluctuation applied on the front left
wheel at the end of the U-turn) and by correcting under-steering
behavior along the S curve 1 and also along the S curve 2 (maximum
of �25% of velocity fluctuation applied on the front left wheel at the
beginning of the S curve 1, and �11% on the rear left wheel, þ7% on
the front right wheel and þ9% on the rear right wheel). The residual
tracking error when turning at the beginning of the U-turn (curvi-
linear abscissa of 47 m) is only due to the transition in the ground
geometry with the end of the slope that leads to a sudden variation
of the position of the GPS antenna. So, with the WVC there is a
maximal tracking error of 1.4 m in Fig. 12 at that position. Elsewhere,

the tracking error does not exceed 1 m all along the path. These
experimental results are summarized in Table 2. For each controller,
this table provides the mean value and the standard deviation of the
absolute values of the following parameters: tracking error (y), front
and rear sideslip angles (βF, βR), and yaw velocity error (ε). The first
parameter allows us to estimate the impact of the stabilization
control on the path tracking accuracy. As expected, the most
important improvement comes from the extension to a bi-steer
control system. However, an other conclusion is that the WVC
stabilization loop does not degrade the performance of trajectory
tracking, and even improves it slightly.

Analysis of the three other parameters (yaw rate error and
sideslip angles) qualifies the performance of the stabilization loop.
Indeed, a limitation of the sideslip angles should lead to a better
motion stability and to a risk minimization of harsh swing-around
turn. This is confirmed by the yaw velocity error results. Indeed,
this error is considerably reduced when the WVC stabilization
loop is activated. However, the relative effect of the sideslip angles
reduction by the “Bi-steer” controller and the WVC stabilization is
less obvious. But it is clear that both “Bi-steer” and WVC con-
tribute to reduce it approximately in the same proportions.

Overall, the best results for all criteria are obtained when the
“Bi-steer” path tracking controller and the WVC stabilization loop
are used together.

4.3. Complementary trials at 7 m/s

4.3.1. Stabilization results
Then, the complete algorithm is tested at a velocity of 7 m/s on

another terrain exhibiting some variations in the soil properties. In
order to point out the effect of the distributed wheel velocity
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the observed sideslip angles at 5 m/s.

Fig. 14. Comparison between the control input velocities and the measured ones at
each wheel.

Fig. 15. Percentage of wheel accelerations at 5 m/s.

Table 2
Summary of the trials results at 5 m/s.

Data (unit) Symbol Front steer Bi-steer Bi-steer
WVC

Tracking error (m) y 1.38 – 0.47 �66% 0.36 �74%
σðyÞ 0.97 – 0.66 �32% 0.54 �54%

Front sideslip (deg) βF 8.03 – 5.25 �35% 3.16 �61%
σðβF Þ 5.64 – 6.84 þ21% 5.31 �6%

Rear sideslip (deg) βR 6.06 – 4.15 �32% 2.70 �55%
σðβRÞ 5.12 – 6.11 þ19% 4.65 �9%

Yaw velocity error (deg/s) ε 3.27 – 2.86 �13% 1.19 �64%
σðεÞ 2.06 – 1.78 �14% 1.15 �44%
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control, a complete turn has been recorded on a mixed asphalt and
wet grass soil. This trajectory is depicted using the black plain line
in Fig. 16 together with the variations of ground properties, it
constitutes the reference path. The path cannot be tracked at this
speed with only the front steering angle control, so this case is not
considered for these trials. The path tracking is first done with the
control of the front and rear steering angles depicted in Fig. 5
without the differential wheel velocity control. The resulting
trajectory obtained with this control law is reported in the red
dashed line in Fig. 16, showing some instability, since the mobile
robot is under-steering and thus cannot keep to the path along the
curved part. Thus during this test, the cornering stiffness para-
meters decreased to values close to zero. The dynamic model (2) is
then not more tractable in this configuration, explaining the large
error recorded.

Secondly, the same control law combined with the wheel
velocity control WVC has then been used with the same reference
speed. The trajectory resulting from this test is reported in the blue
dashed-dotted line in Fig. 16. As it can be seen, the mobile robot is
then able to follow the reference path with a more limited
deviation. At the curvilinear abscissa of 25 m, the maximal track-
ing error without stabilization is 1.3 mwhereas it is less than 0.8 m
with the stabilization algorithm, corresponding to a decrease of
40% error. At this curvilinear abscissa, the yaw velocity error,
relative to the theoretical value (i.e. if no sliding would influence
dynamics), is reduced by half with the WVC. This can be observed
in Fig. 17 where these data are reported using the red dashed line
without stabilization and with the blue dashed-dotted line with
the stabilization. From the start of the curve near the curvilinear
abscissa 20 m, the absolute value of ε increases continuously
without the WVC, due to the sliding phenomena that cannot be
compensated by using only the control of the front and rear
steering angles. On the other hand, as the stabilization algorithm
attempts to make the robot yaw rate converge to the ideal one
(computed in the non-slipping case) and as the error ε is limited to
�101/s, the vehicle sideslip angle decreases. The robot behavior
using the WVC is indeed closer to the behavior of a robot moving
under good grip conditions and thus the variations of steering
control inputs are consequently less important which avoids the
robot to under-steer or to do swing-around. To show the influence
of the stabilization control on estimated sideslip angles, Fig. 18
compares the front and rear sideslip angles estimated during both
of the experiments (using the same conventions than on the

previous figure). In the case where the WVC is not active, the
unstable situation can be identified when estimated sideslip
angles reach high values, near 301 for rear wheels and 401 for
the front ones. On the contrary, when the WVC is active, the
sideslip angle is significantly reduced with a minimum transitional
value of approximately 201 allowing the use of the path tracking
algorithm. Such a result is obtained by the differential acceleration
applied to the wheels. The corresponding values, in terms of
variation of velocity applied on each wheel during the experiment
using the WVC, are reported in percentage in Fig. 19.

At the beginning of the curve, near the curvilinear abscissa
20 m, a velocity decrease of about 10% is applied to the right-side
wheels when the yaw rate error is negative, this prevents the
under-steering. Similarly, the velocity of the left-sided wheels is
increased. During the turn maneuver, the variation of wheel
velocities is recorded, their intensities are obtained from Eqs.
(27)–(30) by taking into account the steer angle. So, a wheel with
a large steering angle requires a higher velocity variation, which is
the case here for the front right wheel. A maximum value of 40% is
reached during the turn at the curvilinear abscissa 47 m and also
at 60 m at the turn exit where the curvature of the path is high.

Fig. 16. Comparison of paths with and without stabilization at 7 m/s. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to
the web version of this paper.)
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Fig. 17. Comparison of filtered yaw velocity errors at 7 m/s. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this
paper.)

Fig. 18. Comparison of the observed sideslip angles at 7 m/s.
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Additionally, one can observe that, as expected, these wheel
velocity fluctuations do not alter the global vehicle velocity.

Finally, in order to point out the contribution of the proposed
backstepping observer (detailed in Section 2.2), a comparison
between sideslip angles supplied by the different steps of the
algorithm is depicted in Fig. 20. The rear sideslip angle β̂R
observed with the first step (preliminary extended kinematic
model-based observer) during the previous trial is plotted in black
dotted line. One can see that as soon as the robot is turning
(curvilinear abscissa from 15 m to 65 m), the estimation increases
to 151 and stays constant with the curvature. When the robot
reaches the straight line (after 65 m), the estimated sideslip angle
is slowly converging to zero. This evolution is quite slow compared
to the robot dynamics (robot starts turning at 15 m, while sideslip
angle starts moving only at 20 m), and this leads to inaccurate

behavior at the considered speed. On the contrary, the rear sideslip
angle observed with the dynamic model βDynR , plotted in red plain
line, starts moving as soon as the robot is turning (15 m). More-
over, one can see an overshoot of 251 during transient phases (at
curvilinear 25 m). This pick is representative of the tire nonlinear-
ity. When reaching steady state phase from 30 m to 60 m, both of
estimations are superimposed. The values are again different
during transient phases (after 60 m) when the robot goes back
to straight line. The dynamic observation still reacts faster than
kinematic observation, allowing an accurate path tracking.

4.3.2. Path tracking accuracy results
If the stabilizing algorithm allows reduction of the influence of

sliding, remaining skidding effects have nevertheless to be
addressed in order to preserve the path tracking accuracy.

Table 3 summarizes results obtained with the whole control
architecture relative to those given when the “bi-steer” path
tracking controller is used alone. The benefit of merging the
WVC and the adaptive and predictive algorithm (integrating an
indirect estimation of slippage) is clearly observed. The error
related to the result obtained with the complete algorithm stays
very low during the path tracking. Despite the harsh transition
(linked to the reference path geometry), and the suboptimal grip
conditions (wet grass soil and low tire width), the tracking error
does not exceed 0.8 m and the mean error is 0.11 m. These
improvements are the result of

(i) a decrease of the sliding level by actuating independently the
four wheel velocities (stabilizing moreover the robot
dynamics),

(ii) the estimation and the compensation of the remaining sliding
effects,

(iii) the predictive control enabling to anticipate path curvature
variations.

As a result, under the assumption that the reference path is
physically achievable, the proposed algorithm is able to follow it
accurately, whatever the speed, the low (but still non-zero) grip
conditions and the desired shape of the path, by limiting the
number of sensors to the wheel encoders, a yaw gyrometer and a
GPS.

5. Conclusion and future work

An extended kinematic model that includes the slippage effects
was presented in order to design the adaptive and predictive
controller for the front and rear steering angles of a mobile robot.
It was completed with a partial dynamic model and implemented
to define an accurate observer of the sideslip angle in a high
dynamics context. This controller was improved with a stabiliza-
tion algorithm including a full dynamic model of the robot yaw
motion. This stabilization, based on the distribution of traction
forces in the actuated wheels, imposes to the yaw velocity to
converge toward the theoretical value that would be obtained in
no-sliding conditions.

Although objectives of the two control loops may lead to a
potential conflict, the use of the two algorithms in different
frequency-domains allows us to reduce this risk. Indeed, the
stabilization is performed in a much higher frequency, while path
tracking is carried out at a lower frequency. Further, the modifica-
tions of apparent grip conditions resulting from the WVC con-
troller are taken into account by the path tracking controller and
the adaptation algorithm by considering CF ð�Þ and CRð�Þ as varying
parameters. An optimal multi-objective control strategy is another
possible solution to be investigated to handle this risk.

Fig. 19. Percentage of wheel accelerations at 7 m/s.

Fig. 20. Comparison of kinematic and dynamic estimation of rear sideslip angle.

Table 3
Summary of the trials results at 7 m/s.

Bi-steer Bi-steer
WVC

Tracking error (m) y 0.41 – 0.11 �73%
σðyÞ 0.62 – 0.46 �26%

Front sideslip (deg) βF 8.03 – 5.25 �35%
σðβF Þ 5.64 – 6.84 þ21%

Rear sideslip (deg) βR 6.06 – 4.15 �32%
σðβRÞ 5.12 – 6.11 þ19%

Yaw velocity error (deg/s) ε 3.27 – 2.86 �13%
σðεÞ 2.06 – 1.78 �14%
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The global control architecture, taking advantage of the inde-
pendently steerable and drivable wheels, was implemented and
tested on a four wheeled robot with a double steering Ackermann
system. This controller is suitable for high dynamics path tracking
on slippery terrains. The implementation of complementary algo-
rithms on the experimental platform has shown their efficiency in
such conditions. Experimental results show a major yaw stability
improvement with the WVC, leading to less slippage. As a result,
the path tracking errors are limited.

Future works would consider the extension to a predictive
algorithm for the stabilization algorithm based on the perception
of expected soil properties, using vision sensors, in order to
anticipate rather than to correct vehicle yaw instabilities.
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Appendix A. Details of the dynamic model

The matrices involved in the equation of the dynamic model
(19) are given by

M¼
m 0 0
0 m 0
0 0 Iz

2
64

3
75; CðuÞ ¼

0 �r 0
r 0 0
0 0 0

2
64

3
75

GT
x ¼

cos δfl sin δfl LF sin δfl�WL cos δfl
cos δfr sin δfr LF sin δfrþWR cos δfr
cos δrl sin δrl �LR sin δrl�WL cos δrl
cos δrr sin δrr �LR sin δrrþWR cos δrr

2
66664

3
77775

GT
y ¼

� sin δfl cos δfl LF cos δflþWL sin δfl
� sin δfr cos δfr LF cos δfr�WR sin δfr
� sin δrl cos δrl �LR cos δrlþWL sin δrl
� sin δrr cos δrr LR cos δrrþWR sin δrr

2
66664

3
77775
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